
Today, autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are mostly used for survey 
missions, but many existing applications require manipulation capabilities, such 

as the maintenance of permanent observatories, submerged oil 
wells, cabled sensor networks, and pipes; the deployment and 
recovery of benthic stations; or the search and recovery of black 
boxes. Currently, these tasks require the use of work-class 
remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) deployed from vessels 
equipped with dynamic positioning, leaving such solutions 
expensive to adopt. One of the key tasks that needs to be 
effectively solved, even before underwater manipulation, 
is autonomous navigation, which requires precise online 
localization of AUV vehicles. The absence of GPS 
underwater makes navigation for Autonomous Underwater 

Vehicles (AUVs) a difficult challenge. Without an external 
reference in the form of acoustic beacons at known positions, vehicles have to 
rely on proprioceptive information obtained through compasses, Doppler 
Velocity Loggers (DVL) or Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) [Fagiolini et al.] 

With this respect, current AUV's architectures are 
mostly monolithic and does not allow inter-robot 
cooperation for the localization and mapping task. Next 
generation of AUVs will be able to take advantage of a 
full fledged set of sensors, which are available onboard 
every single vehicle, as well as of other neighboring 
vehicles’s data. This thesis is in collaboration with 
the University of Palermo and concerns the study 
and development of a distributed consensus-
based solution, for cooperative online localization 
by means of a team of AUVs. Within the sought 

solution, each individual AUV will participate in building a Cloud-based 
localization service, involving proprioceptive sensors as well as other connected 
robots' data. 

Successful candidates are required to possess: 
1. strong commitment and enthusiasm towards the topic; 
2. will to participate in a team-work activity, but also desire for high autonomy; 
3. high average mark records (media dei voti); 
4. excellent understanding of automatic control, system’s theory, and robotics; 
5. high programming skills in Matlab/Simulink and/or C/C++; 
6. good understanding of operating systems.

CALL FOR MASTER’S AND BACHELOR’S DEGREE THESIS ON  

COOPERATIVE LOCALIZATION FOR AUTONOMOUS 
UNDERWATER VEHICLES

Students willing to apply, please 
contact Prof. Laura Giarré 
(laura.giarre@unimore.it).
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